
Our speaker today is Tanis Roeder (ro-der), owner of Elevate Your
Communication. She is a native of Fort Collins, Colorado, and earned her
Speech Communication degree from Colorado State University. 

Tanis started competitively speaking before she could drive a car and is
now a Past President of the National Speakers Association Colorado
chapter. She has spoken to nearly 25 thousand high school students, over
20 thousand business professionals, and gave a TEDx presentation titled
‘Unlock the Power of Pause’. Which might explain the license plate on her
car that simply says ‘PAUSE’.

Public speaking is her passion, and she truly enjoys helping others own
their brilliance when they are presenting. 

Today Tanis is here to share information with us about how we can
become an even more Powerful Presenter so we can make the most out of
every time we communicate with 2 or more people!

Please help me welcome Tanis!
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POWERFUL PRESENTATION SKILLS™" 

KNOCK 'EM ALIVE

WORKSHOP LEVEL 1

Although public speaking may not be your favorite thing to do, the
ability to persuade and communicate effectively can impact every
aspect of your professional life. This workshop focuses on fine-tuning
one's abilities and skills in this arena which is essential to your career
success. Whether you wish to communicate with two or two hundred
people, there are specific skills that will make a measurable
difference in your overall success. 
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Understand and use the behaviors that signal confidence, poise, and power in any
communication.
Use of eyes, voice, hands, and feet as tools for communication.
Understand and manage fear.

PARTICIPANT OUTCOMES

Seven attributes of the effective communicator.
Negative "markers" that shutdown your listener.
Positive "markers" that engage your listener.
Individual evaluation of "where do you stand now as a communicator?" Includes
establishment of individual "benchmark" using video feedback.
Use your eyes to build rapport. Your voice to increase power and effectiveness. Your hands
and stance to help people "see" what you say.
Monitor the fear factor using physiological and mental monitoring - learn what to do when
the fear becomes overwhelming.

WORKSHOP CONTENT

Please call us for more information about customization and booking!

www.ElevateYourCommunication.comTanis@ElevateCanHelp.com 970.412.7560

The "Knock 'em Alive! Powerful Presentation Skills™" workshop created by Scott Halford of
Complete Intelligence, is a workshop designed to lead busy professionals through an
integrated process of learning to communicate and present effectively. Regardless of
previous instruction and experience, participants will find value.

Full day of training for up to 12 people
Video feedback for each participant and individual coaching.
Knock 'em Alive! Powerful Presentation Skills™ Level 1 workbook.
Audio links with workshop "key points" designed to assist the participant in future
application of the skills.

WHAT IS INCLUDED



POWERFUL PRESENTATION SKILLS™" 

KNOCK 'EM ALIVE

FULL DAY WORKSHOP ROOM SETUP
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Flip chart stand (I will ship the flip chart filled out)

TV or projector to plug (HDMI) my computer into, so videos
can be played (need sound)

A room with enough space to have small breakout groups in
each corner

FOR THIS WORKSHOP WE NEED

Please call us for more information about customization and booking!

www.ElevateYourCommunication.comTanis@ElevateCanHelp.com 970.412.7560
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